In this paper, we give a practical solving method and an expression of general solutions of a system matrix equations
Introduction
It is well known that matrix equation is one of important contents of matrix study. In [1] an expression of general solutions of the matrix equation AXB=CYD over an arbitrary skew field was given. In this paper we consider the mentioned system matrix equations 2 2 2 1 1 1
over an arbitrary skew field and give an expression of general solutions and a practical solving method of the matrix equation by using some matrix techniques and elementary operations on matrices with entries from an arbitrary skew field.
Throughout this paper we denote an arbitrary skew field by F, the set of all m × n matrixes over F by 
Main Results
Now we consider the matrix equation 
is equivalent to the following systems matrix equations Proof We proof (ii).It follows from Lemma1.1 that there exist 
Whence the general solution of (1) 
are all any matrices over F with corresponding orders.
Proof For (1),i.e. for (2), by (iii), (2) 
